In order to approach a distribution of probability b y means of simulation it is necessary to determine a number of replications. The accuracy with which the distribution is calculated will rely on this number of replications. In this work, a relationship between the number of replications and the accuracy of the estimate is obtained, so that if it is desired to get a preset value for the accuracy it is possible determine which i t will be the minimum number of necessary replications for it.
Introduction
The high capacity of calculation of the computers in last years is allowing to solve some statistical problems that before seemed impossible to resolve. In the statistical and econometrical literature is frequent to nd works in that the probability distribution of certain statistic, that seems impossible to be developed analitically, is obtained by means of simulations by computer. For example, this type of practice is very usual in works that deal with non stationary processes with unit roots (See e.g. Dickey & Fuller (1981) , Dickey, Hasza & Fuller (1984) , Hylleberg, Engle, Granger & Yoo (1990) , Beaulieu & Miron (1993) ). Simulations by computer are also used in order to check the power of certain statistics against alternative h ypotheses that implicate an unknown distribution, for example: Dickey & Fuller (1979) , Phillips & Perron (1988) .
When the analyst is confronted with a concrete problem in that needs to provide of the distribution of probability although it is approached of a determined statistic, one of the decisions that he has to take, if he decides to calculate it by means of simulation, it refers to the number of replications that he is going to carry out. Any analyst knows that the optimum number of replications to use upon nding an empirical distribution by means of simulations is innite, but obviously, it is impossible in practice to work with series of data of innite observations. As whoever could imagine, the error that is committed upon approaching a distribution by means of simulation is conversely proportional to the number of replications carried out, so, if it is wanted to minimize the error, the number of replications must be the higher possible.
But in the majority of the works that utilizes these methods, the number of replications is selected arbitrarily, without having an idea on the precision that is gotten upon estimating the distribution of probability. This could be seen, for example, in any of the articles referenced in the rst paragraph. So that whatever that be the concrete problem that is studied, one could always wonder the same questions:
Would there be a signicant gain in terms of accuracy with that the distribution is approached if does be carried out, do we s a y , 1,000 replications more?
Given that, sometimes, the calculation of just one replication could be slow and expensive, will be enough consider 1,000 replications?
Helping to respond to these two questions is the fundamental target of the present w ork.
2 Presentation.
Suppose that we h a v e a sample of size N of a variable vector y that has dimension P. W e will also suppose that the probability distribution of y whatever that is is known. Let be Y the matrix (P N) that contains the N observations of each one of the components of y at each r o w, and f a function that is usually denominated statistic such that to each value of Y makes to correspond a real value X, that is to say,
The probability distribution of X is, in general, unknown. Next, the problem of nding its approximation by means of the method of Monte Carlo will be studied.
Starting from the distribution of relative frequencies, intervals of condence are calculated and hypothesis tests are done as if this were the theoretical distribution.
4 Accuracy of the empirical approximation.
Let be H any i n terval on R. W e will dene now a dummy v ariable, X H , of the following form:
So that each observation of X t gets along with an observation with va l u e 0 o r 1 o f t h e v ariable X Ht . The theoretical density function unknown of X t assigns a probability p H to the H interval. This means that
Producing T replications of the vector y implicates provide a sample of T observations of the real variable X. This sample has associated a sample of size T of the binary variable X H . This variable follows a binary distribution of parameter p H , so that the sum of the T observations of X H , Z H = X H1 + +X HT , follows a binomial distribution b(p H ; T ) .
Is opportune here to do an adaptation to the present context of the concept of accurate estimate of Finster (1987 In what follows, we will try to determine which is the minimum number of replications in order to get an estimate of p H with xed precision A and condence 1 .
5
The theorem of Moivre (see for example Fz. de Trocóniz (1993) 
Comparing (9) with (4) 
Therefore, in order to obtain an estimate of p H with a prexed accuracy A at level of condence 1 , the minimum number of replications that we h a v e to produce is:
6 Next, we see some examples on the utilization of these two last formulas.
Example 1 It is wanted to approach with condence 99% the right tail of probability 0.05 of an unknown distribution, with accuracy 0.005. That is to say, it is desired to approach the tail of probability 0.05 by means of the relative frequency, with a number of replications such that makes that with a 99% of condence the theoretical probability of that tail meets in the interval [0:045 0: 
Gain in the level of accuracy: A 1;000 A 2;000 = 0 : 00714
Although the application of equations (10) and (11) is frankly simple, it in the practice could be useful observe the table 1 and gure 1, that has been gotten from them.
5 Methods of application.
These equations suggest dierent strategies of performance relying on the focus that is desired to give up to each problem. In this section, it will settle down the form of being confronted with three of them: rst, the focus that we could call basic that corresponds to the case in that the interest is centered in determining the necessary number of replications for getting an estimate of the probability p H with accuracy A; second, the case in that we w ant to estimate with accuracy " a critical value of a distribution, that is to say, the value of X that has associated a probability 1 p X in its function of distribution, in this case the accuracy is dened on the values of X, not on probabilities; and third will be studied the form of selecting the number of replications in order to carry out a check on the power of a test.
Basic focus.
If it is wanted to establish the minimum number of replications necessary in order to reach an accuracy A in the estimate of p H , the method to follow could be the following:
1. In rst place determine the level of condence 1 and the degree of accuracy A that you want to reach in the approach b y the method of Monte Carlo of the quantile of probability p H .
2.
With the values so determined, apply the formula (11) in order to get the minimum number of replications that will reach the accuracy A.
3. Utilize, in the process of simulation, a number of replications greater or equal to the obtained in the previous stage.
Accuracy dened on X.
If you want to estimate with accuracy " the value of X that has associated a probability 1 p X in its theoretical function of distribution, one could use a method in two stages like the following for it:
1. Utilize the method described in the section 5.1 in order to determine the necessary number of replications for estimate the probability p X with xed accuracy A and level of condence 1 . With a number of replications equal or greater than the determined by the equation (11) simulate the distribution of probabilities of the X variable. In this distribution, search for the probability assigned to the values X " and X + ", that we will denominate 1 p X " and 1 p X+" .
2. Repeat the method of the basic focus in order to determine the necessary number of replications for estimating the probability p X with accuracy A = min(p X p X+" ;p X " p X ):
This will determine an accuracy approximately " in the estimate of the value of X that has an associated probability 1 p X .
Power of a test.
If you want t o c heck the power of a test based on a statistic with a well-known or unknown distribution under the null hypothesis the method could be the following:
1. Fix the critical value, X V C , corresponding to the signicance level that is wanted, on the distribution of the statistic under the null hypothesis.
2. Achieve an arbitrary number of replications, for example 5,000, of the statistic under the alternative h ypothesis. On the distribution of frequencies so obtained calculate the probability, Pr(X > X V C =H a ) = p X V C 3. Utilize the method described in the basic focus upon determining the necessary number of replications for getting an accuracy A in the estimate ofp X V C with condence 1 .
6 Conclusions.
Although a priori it seems impossible have a n y knowledge about the error that is produced upon approaching the quantiles of an unknown distribution by simulation, in this work have been substantiated that the theory on the binomial distribution could contribute information to this reference.
This theory allows to establish a relationship between the accuracy with which are estimated or approached the quantiles of the distribution and the minimum number of replications that one must produce in order to get that accuracy. 
